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Abstract

This paper presents a new general purpose reconfigurable technology
platform for embedded system design called Kress ALU Array III (KrAA-III),
which is a novel field programmable ALU array (FPAA). FPAAs can be
structurally programmed to resemble a complex operator used by an application, providing high computation power by massive pipelining. While
embedded accelerator design with traditional FPGAs is very similar to
sophisticated ASIC-design due to the bit-level of FPGAs, the KrAA-III features 32 bit wide datapaths, enabling rapid design using high-level languages. In this paper, the underlying concepts and the hardware of the
KrAA-III are presented.

1. Introduction
Meanwhile field-programmable devices have reached a market volume of almost four Billion US Dollars (worldwide). Hardware has become soft and structural programming is gaining momentum towards traditional procedural programming. Also some field-programmable
boards are commercialized (e. g. [Cha94],[CST95]). An important application are embedded
reconfigurable accelerators (e.g. [KG93],[HB96a]). Reconfigurable architectures start to compete with procedurally programmable processors. Why did all the MPC and HPC scenes
ignore this platform of efficient parallelism all the time?
Why are “Real Time Systems“, “Multimedia Hardware“, “DSP“ und “Custom Computing
Machines“ strongly disjoint scenes? They all have the same goal: high performance for a reasonable price. Also a new IEEE Technical Committee called “Engineering of Computer-Based
Systems (ECBS)“, tries to tackle the chaos [HB96b]. But what is missing is an interdisciplinary model as powerful as von Neumann, which helps to link these still isolated scenes.
Emanating from the technology of field-programmable logic (FPL) the new paradigm of
structural programming has evolved. So we now have two programming paradigms: program-
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ming in time and programming in space. The R&D area of Custom Computing Machines
(CCMs), such as FPGA-based CCMs (F-CCMs), merges both programming paradigms to an
integrated methodology to speed up-performance. We have obtained a dual software-only
implementation: procedural software running on the host, together with structural software
running on the reconfigurable accelerators.
A closer look onto F-CCMs shows that former field programmable devices (FPGAs) were
originally designed to implement control and glue logic, because they use only narrow datapaths (mostly one bit). Wider register or memory resources on chip are rarely implemented by
these devices. The logic is mostly dedicated to implement boolean formulas and not arithmetic
functions. In contrast to these fine-grained FPGAs we face different requirements for implementing a computing element. Although some FPGA manufacturers developed more feasible
devices (e.g. XC6k [Xil96], FLEX10k [Alt95], AT6000 [Atm94]) they meet such requirements
only insufficiently. A moderately wide datapath (e.g. 16, 32 bits) is necessary. The functional
units have to implement also more comprehensive arithmetic functions. Very short configuration times are required. Reconfigurations should also be possible during runtime. Further context switches are necessary to change efficiently between several tasks during runtime.
Because of these requirements such a computing element goes more in the direction of processing elements (PEs) like used in systolic array implementation, in contrast to FPGAs, which
are similar to an ASIC approach. Therefore we obtain the new class of Field Programmable
ALU Arrays (FPAAs) which can be seen between FPGAs and PEs [HB96d] [HB96e]. Examples of FPAAs are the Programmable Arithmetic Devices For DIgital Signal Processing
(PADDI, [YR92] [YR93]) or the reconfigurable Datapath Architecture (rDPA, [Kre96]).
This paper presents a novel architecture of FPAAs called Kress ALU Array III (KrAA-III).
It is shown, how the KrAA-III can be used to build a novel architecture called Xputer, which
serves as a universal platform for embedded accelerators. This architecture provides acceleration speed-up due to parallel processing as well as the capability to be programmed by highlevel languages due to the coarse grained structure of the KrAA-III. The paper is structured as
follows: In the next section, the concepts and hardware of the KrAA-III is introduced. In section 3, the programming of the KrAA-III is demonstrated. Next, the Xputer structure is introduced. Finally in section 4, an example for an embedded system using the KrAA-III is shown.

2. The Architecture of the Novel Kress ALU Array
To support highly computation-intensive applications, structurally programmable platforms
are needed providing word level parallelism instead of the bit level parallelism like FPGAs. It
has shown that on applications with large data elements, fine-grained devices pay too much
area for interconnect than coarser-grained devices (for an extensive study on area utilization
refer to [DeH96]). For area efficiency this new platform should be suitable for full custom
design, like known from ASAPs (Application Specific Array Processors) operating in SIMD
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) mode. But ASAPs are not structurally programmable and
support only problems with completely regular data dependencies (Figure 1).
Therefore FPAAs are as dense as ASAPs but each ’PE’ is programmed individually. Every
array element of the KrAA-III consists of a reconfigurable datapath unit (rDPU). (Kress called
his first approach reconfigurable datapath array, rDPA, [Kre96].) In contrast to the original
approach, two full-duplex local interconnects between the rDPUs are available (figure 2). Furthermore the global interconnect between all rDPUs is constructed hierarchically and enables
parallel data transfers. For speed-up of task switches a context switch mechanism is developed,
that allows reconfiguration of unused layers during runtime. Additionally, some features have
been adopted from the original rDPA [Kre96]:
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characteristics or feature

systolic or wavefront array

1 massive pipelining: parallel,
opposite directions, crossing
2 circuit layout
3 interconnect media

Kress Array
yes

structured VLSI design (full custom) capable,
wiring by abutment, i. e. highly area-efficient
hardwired

programmable at 3 levels

4 total interconnect pattern

regular mesh only

no restrictions: individual
globally, locally & in PE

5 ensemble of PE functions

uniform only

locally individual

linear only

free form: meandering, feed
back, forks, joins & others

7 data stream synthesis

projection (linear only)

optimizing scheduler

8 array synthesis, (or, (re-)
configuration, respectively)

projection (linear only)

simulated annealing
optimizer

9 applications executable

problems with regular data
dependencies only

any — no restrictions

10 generate running data streams

no systematics published

smart interface available

6 pipeline shape

Figure 1. Kress Array (III) - hyper generalization of the systolic array: it combines the areaefficiency and very high throughput of the systolic array with the universality of the so-called
“von Neumann” machine.
• transparent scalability:
Bus A Bus B local interconnect
Several KrAA-III devices can be connected to form
an array of arbitrary size.
switch
• dynamic partial reconfiguration:
Parts of the array can be reconfigured, while others
stay configured. This can also be done during runtime.
• 32-bit datapath width
• the rDPU can serve simultaneously as routing and arithmetic operator
• pipe-like asynchronous inter-rDPU communication
• smart interface [HHS91] for data scheduling (data
Figure 2. KrAA-III chip
streams entering and leaving the FPAA):
structure illustration with
All source data, needed for an application, is typically hierarchic global routing scheme
read via a global databus and results are written after
computations. This is to reach the inner rDPUs. To
improve the data scheduling internal registers of the rDPUs can be allocated to store data.
The Novel Hierarchical Global Routing Network. Basically data can be fed via all local
and global busses. Within an application specific solution data may be fed into the array via the
local connections at the border of the array. If the KrAA-III is used within a universal system
there are different mappings possible and source data may be needed within the array at rDPUs
not reachable via the local interconnect. For universal purposes data is only routed via the global
databus. Local connections are used to pass intermediate results between rDPUs. To avoid that
the global bus is getting a bottleneck a novel hierarchical global routing network is introduced.
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Figure 2 shows the structure of the global bus network. The inner global busses connected
to the rDPUs are developed once to save valuable design space. As illustrated, they are further
connected to a switch, which can either isolate inner busses or connect them to any other bus.
If inner busses are isolated, rDPUs connected to this bus can communicate independently from
the remaining array. This is also the case if two inner busses are connected to each other. Furthermore there are two parallel busses to the outside of the KrAA-III chip, which can be connected to each inner bus. This enables parallel data transfers from outside the array, where
more hierarchy levels and more parallel busses are possible.
As a result of the global routing network structure pictured in figure 2 a maximum of three
independent global data transfers are possible inside one KrAA-III chip. Furthermore two parallel data transfers on the global bus from outside can be performed concurrently.
The Improved Local Routing Scheme. In addition to the hierarchical global routing network the KrAA-III has local routing capabilities between nearest neighbors. In contrast to the
rDPA, which has only one unidirectional connection between two rDPUs, the KrAA-III has
two 32 bit full-duplex connections (figure 3f). This connections are reconfigurable, i.e. the
direction is programmable (figure 3c,d). To extend local routing capabilities the rDPu can
serve as routing element (figure 3b) also during performing an arithmetic operation (figure 3a).
Local routing saves a lot of global bus cycles and is independent from global bus routing.
As all datapaths are 32-bit, the local connections over chip-boundaries are serialized in
order to reduce the number of chip-pins.
The New Structure of the Reconfigurable Datapath Unit. The original DPU designed by
Kress [Kre96] has improved to an rDPU with higher functionality (figure 4), convering all
arithmetic operations of the high-level language C. Additionally, routing operations can be performed in parallel.
The configuration memory consists of four independent layers. Each layer holds a complete
configuration data set for the rDPU. Reconfigurations can be performed very fast by a context
switch mechanism. That means that all rDPUs of an array change the actual configuration
memory layers. Therefore also the register file for data in the rDPU has to be implemented
with four layers. Otherwise all data had to be stored before a context switch is performed. To
gain a further speed up out of the independent configuration layers the configuration control
and the channels for configuration data are independent from each other. Thus reconfigurations
of the three idle layers can be performed in parallel to the calculations on the active layer.
Therefore the configuration time is no longer a penalty for the accelerator. If configurations
and calculations have to be performed sequentially the configuration time had to be added to
the runtime and therefore some applications would not benefit from such an accelerator. In the
case of the KrAA-III a related hardware/software co-design framework (e.g. CoDe-X,
[Bec97][HB97a]) has to regard only reconfiguration times that are longer than the execution
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Figure 3. KrAA-III local routability.
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Figure 4. The rDPU-III architecture.
times of predecessor tasks. Furthermore tasks executed several times (e.g. nested loops or
recurrent functions) can stay in configuration layers permanently.

3. The Programming of the Kress ALU Array
In this section, the programming of the KrAA-III is demonstrated. In contrast to the synthesis of dedicated hardware, this approach offers a software only accelerator implementation
[Bec97]. That means no longer a hardware designer is needed for implementation. This is performed in using the DPSS (Datapath Synthesis System, [Ha95a], [Ha95b]) as a synthesis tool
for the KrAA-III, which is integrated transparently into the CoDe-X programming framework
[Bec97]. The DPSS benefits from the course grained structure of the KrAA-III. While a synthesis system for a FPGA struggles to implement high-level arithmetic operations on a bit-level
FPGA structure, the DPSS can map complete arithmetic expressions described in the C subset
ALE-X (Arithmetic and Logic Expression Language for Xputers, [Ha95a]) directly onto the
rDPUs.
As a computation example, we assume an image processing application, performing an
edge detection algorithm, which is implemented by two dimensional FIR (Finite-ImpulseResponse, [GW77]) filters with appropriate parameters (figure 5). The basic structure of a 3 by
3 FIR Filter is shown in figure 6a. The edge detection is performed by applying first a 3 by 3

–1 6 –1
–1 6 –1
–1 6 –1
weights

vertical
FIR

–1 –1 –1
6 6 6
–1 –1 –1
weights

horizontal
FIR

Figure 5. Edge detection example with appropiate weights
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Figure 6. Equation of 3 by 3 FIR filter (a) and description in C subset ALE-X (b)
FIR filter which detects the vertical edges and then a second 3 by 3 FIR filter to detect the horizontal edges. The two FIR distinguish by the selection of the weights. For each pixel of the
image the FIR filter calculates a new value as the weighted sum of all pixel-values in a 3 by 3
area with the current pixel as center. In figure 6a, the wxy are the pixels while the kxy denote the
according weights. To perform the desired effect of edge detection, the weights kxy have to be
chosen in an adequate way (for example weights see figure 5).
To implement the filter using the KrAA-III, the C
k21
k22
k11
k01
k02
k12
subset ALE-X ([Ha95a]) description can be used
•
•
•
•
•
•
w22
w02
w12
(figure 6b), allowing a rapid design of the accelera- w21 w11 w01
tor‘s data manipulation part. The description is pro+
+
+
+
+
cessed by the DPSS, which maps the application
w10
w00
w20
onto the KrAA-III. The DPSS generates structural
w11new
•
•
•
code for the KrAA-III, where placement and routing
k10
k00
k20
is carried out by a fast Simulated Annealing algorithm [Kre96]. To organize the data streams to and Figure 7. 3x3 FIR filter mapped into
KrAA-III
from the KrAA-III, Data Scheduling [Ha95a] is
used. Resource scheduling is not necessary, as this has already been done in the placement step
of the DPSS. The resulting KrAA-III structure of the filter example is shown in figure 7. The
calculation of the new value of the center pixel is executed in a mixture between a pipeline and
a tree structure.
Figure 7 shows only one possible mapping of the FIR filter example. The sum of the products is performed by several two- and three-input adders. The weights are configured into registers nearby the multiplication operators. The multiplications are performed by multiplicationand multiplication-with-data-routing-operators (see figure 3a). This operator performs a multiplication with the input data and simultaneously routes the data input to a specified data output.
Furthermore one routing operator (figure 3b) is used in the example. Alternatively this routing
operator could be replaced by a global bus routing cycle, but an only routing rDPU is already
free for an arithmetic operation.

4. A Real World Computing Application: Automotive Collision Detection
This section introduces an embedded accelerator example for real-time automotive collision
detection (published in [HB97b]). The system uses a camera with a high-dynamic-range
CMOS image sensors (HDRC, [GHS95]) to scan the street in front of a car. The view from the
camera is then used for steering to avoid collisions with other objects on the street. The accelerator is used for image preprocessing, namely edge detection in the raw image, supporting the
task of object detection. The FIR filter implementation in section 3 configured into the KrAAIII is sufficient. The preprocessed image is further processed by a host computer, which controls the steering decisions. The structure overview of a hardware to perform such a collision
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5. Conclusions

Accelerator
Data
Sequencer

detection can be seen in figure 8. The way
operations are performed is as follows. A data
sequencer computes the data dependent
address sequences (e.g. to follow the street
borders) for the HDRC and the data memory.
On the sequenced data the KrAA-III performs
the edge detection function.

addr

addr
residual
control

Interface

Host

Data
Memory
Data
KrAA-III
Data
HDRC

The novel KrAA-III ALU array architecture has been presented. Several new mecha- Figure 8. Automotive collision detection
nisms (improved rDPU, context switch
using the KrAA-III integrated into an
mechanism and hierarchically routing strucembedded accelerator
ture) for speed up of configurable computing
are introduced. Especially the context switch mechanism recommends the KrAA-III architecture, because of the ability to hold tasks needed several times in a configuration layer. Furthermore reconfigurations of unused configuration layers can be done in parallel to calculations of
the active layer. It has been shown, that applications for the KrAA-III can be synthesized out of
high-level specifications due to its coarse-grained structure. The synthesis tool DPSS, integrated into the CoDe-X programming framework, is capable of mapping algorithms into effective structures on the KrAA-III. The use of the KrAA-III and the Xputer paradigm has been
demonstrated by an FIR filter implementation. Based thereon, the embedded system example
of automotive collision detection is an application area. In contrast to the design of a dedicated
hardware, the KrAA-III approach provides more flexibility and universality because of reconfigurability, as well as a faster implementation because of programmability with C.
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